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Racing Flow™ News

- Racing Flow™ subscribers had two upgrades in the 7th at GULFSTREAM on
Saturday, including runaway winner Papa Y ($118.00). While we had upgrades in
only three of the P6 races, players did enjoy the good fortune of cashing the 11th
race exacta on a two horse box.
If you do not already do so, be sure to check out Keeler Johnson's 'Unlocking
Winners' blog at Bloodhorse. This week Keelerman reviews the Sammy F.
Davis at Tampa, including a reference to Racing Flow™ figures that provide
readers with insight not otherwise found by non-subscribers.
www.bloodhorse.com/unlockingwinners
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* SATURDAY
- Shazier (36-1) covered a ridiculous amount of ground while finishing a fast
closing third in GULFSTREAM's 8th on Saturday. While going wide on the far turn is
not uncommon in turf races, jock Sanchez had this one much closer to the outside
rail than the inside rail, ultimately proving to be the difference.
- Magic Tapit ($12.00), our lone upgrade in GULFSTREAM's 9th, proved best. It
was a bittersweet victory considering the fact the 6-2 daily double in race 8 had a
probable of $509.

- At SANTA ANITA, Flow players started the card with lone upgrade
winner Princess Leia ($45.20) who not only won, she did so rather easily.
- FAIR GROUND players had seven upgrades over four of the last six races. In the
8th, Promises of Spring (56-1), one of two for us, finished second by a
diminishing half length. In the the 10th, Sir Dudley Diggs was second at 8-1 while
the downgraded 3/5 favorite finished a struggling third. Race 13 offered bold
upgrade Contral Stake (18-1) and in the 14th, Izzy's Baby Boy (171) completed what was a robust place parlay, if you like that sort of thing.
_____

* SUNDAY
- GULFSTREAM flow produce bold upgrade winner Starship Apollo ($8.60) in the
7th as well as the 'ice cold' exacta ($32.20). Players again took a bad beat in the
9th when Santiamen (21-1) was beaten a short head as one of two for us in the
9th.
- SANTA ANITA's four lone upgrades after scratches netted Bless His Heart
($13.00) in the 4th.
Get Flow
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- FAIR GROUNDs proved to be the best spot for Flow players on Sunday following a
dull Friday and Saturday from coast to coast. An 'upgrade only' 2x2 DD in the 4th
returned $33.00, while our two upgrades in the 9th produced a $170.20
exacta driven by Logan's Reward ($17.60) and runner-up Eights Wild (9-1).
- Bold upgrades are off to slow start in 2019, going just 1 for 5 resulting in a small
loss. All but one of them was a short price, rarely a good thing for any methodology
never mind one that relies on the unexpected. No worries. Stay the flow.
- 2018 Bold upgrades:
* 324 runners
* ROI = $2.27

- Flow players closed out 2018 with Tiz a Master ($31.80) as well as the two
horse 'upgrade only' exacta box worth $95.80 in SANTA ANITA's 6th on Monday.
- The New Year's Day Report provided Racing Flow™ subscribers with lone
upgrade Red Lightning ($50.80) in the 7th at SANTA ANITA.
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